
Nº Bedrooms: 5 Nº People: 10 Parking M² plot: 270 m² Terrace Wifi ski-in/ski-out Heated Pool
Fireplace Private SPA Dishwasher TV Washing machine Ski Room Cinema/tv room

Skiing/Snowboarding Cycling Cross country skiing Golf Hiking Mountain-Biking Riding

Activities in resort

The Chalet ,located in one of the pedestrian streets of Courchevel Le Praz, is a newly built chalet that fits perfectly in this traditional village with its unrivalled charm and remarkable calm. Its stature, decor and
top-of-the-range amenities make this an Ultimate Luxury Chalet.

The facades of the chalet are in keeping with the architecture of mountain chalets: grey stone strengthens the foundations of the Chalet , giving it all the character that the village is so renowned for, while light
wood covers the outer walls of this magnificent chalet. The interior decor of this luxury chalet is emblematic of all of the descriptions of the Chalet : refined, contemporary and luxurious.

The use of materials like the light wood of the exposed beams, the fur in the bedrooms and the lounge, and the slate in the bathrooms and the pool creates a cosy and sophisticated atmosphere. Each element
has its own place in this enchanting universe: golden rabbits preside over the fireplace, while white versions wearing a ruff from the 1580s sit on the lounge table and lotus flowers guide your way as you climb the
stairs… You’ll feel like you’re in another world.

All of the rooms of the chalet are filled with light, thanks to artificial lighting in the form of garlands and the natural light that streams in through the large windows, or the incandescence of the flames of the superb
double-sided fireplace that heats the double lounge. This centrepiece of the chalet is where all of the family can gather to warm their limbs or to enjoy one another’s company.

Wake up to a delicious breakfast prepared by the housekeeper before heading out to the slopes of the 3 Vallées ski area. Enjoy lunch on the sunny terrace of this superb Ultimate Luxury Chalet, staring out at the
snowy tops of the surrounding fir trees. In the evening, why not sample a succulent Savoyard speciality under the transparent pearl chandelier.
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Make the most of the facilities of the Chalet after a long day on the slopes of the world’s largest ski area: the well-being area and home cinema room await. Relax in the infinity pool surrounded by illuminated
birches or try out your imitation of the penguin opposite the pool if you dare! Treat yourself to a massage to unknot your muscles or make yourself comfortable on one of the huge sofas in the home cinema room
and enjoy a film with the family.

The Chalet  is sure to delight families accustomed to the best in services and accommodation. 
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